Reflecting on the movie Cromwell there is two major roles played, Cromwell and Charles. The two leaders have major differences of opinion of what is best for their nation. Charles is of higher power than everyone but he uses his powers to overrule his people and get stuff his way, but when conflict rises he often jumps to violence to resolve it. On the other hand Cromwell was very opposite and he would much rather use words to resolve problems. Oliver Cromwell is morally correct but he is not completely flawless in what he did but at the end of the day his decisions were very logical and he did what was best for his family and friends. If Cromwell had decided to not take a stand and fight against Charles, most likely nothing would have changed and Charles would still continue to get his way till death.

Charles was a very powerful role in this movie but he took advantage of that power and authority. Cromwell continues to stand for his people and does what his morals support and want for his own good. In the end conflict was solved from bloodshed and Cromwell was a true hero.